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hey guys yes it is freezing again it's even colder than yesterday so I got my Eskimo jacket on 

this morning um man it's called this ice everywhere it's just I don't remember Sydney being  

this cold in a long long long long long time very cold um I have to say this pardon me we all 

talk about God's timing it's in God's timing it's not a man's timing it's in God's timing what 

does that even mean it's on God's timing it's in God's timing everything will happen when it's  

meant to you know nothing ever happens without taking action nothing ever happens by you 

sitting waiting for something to happen if we did that we wouldn't exist just imagine if all the 

billions of people on Earth just waited to get pregnant without having sex do you really think 

that the human race would continue no for the human race to continue surviving you want to 

have a baby you have sex you don't sit there just going oh I want to have a baby oh all in 

God's timing without actually going and doing it life doesn't work by you sitting back doing 

nothing just waiting if you do that you're gonna die very old in poor health Lonely with no 

experiences to to look back on life is lived by getting off your ass and taking action doing 

something so when I hear people saying none of this will happen and I am talking about the 

RV I'm talking about Med beds I'm talking about the projects I'm talking about the survival 

and and saving this planet okay when you say it's in God's timing just relax I'm sorry but no 

effing way am I going to sit back and relax and just wait for it to fall into my lap if you need a 

new house do you sit back and just wait for the house to to just drop on your doorstep no you 

go house hunting you go looking for the house you go looking at them and putting in 

applications and driving around and investigating you know just sit there and wait for 

someone to knock on the door and say Here's your perfect house why are you waiting for  

for the whiteheads to do everything why are you not standing up why are you you're just 

sitting on your hands going oh it's in God's timing please give me a break you break a bone do 

you just sit there and wait for you for God to fix it or do you go and get an x-ray do you go 

and get the the bone um realigned and place it do you go and get a cast or you just sit there 

and say oh it'll heal and then suffer the consequences later because it hasn't healed properly 

now you need surgery to fix it just because you can't walk anymore you take action so please 

don't give me this of it's God's timing not yours God also gave us the ability to stand up for  

ourselves and do something the whole notion of Rome was never built in a day it's so true 

people got off their asses and built it the house you're living in someone got off their ass and 

built it it didn't just magically appear because it was God's timing get real people stop living 

in Fairyland we are not okay humanity is dying we are not okay you've got half the bloody 

population who thinks the television is is the truth and do as you're told and haven't got two  

firing brain cells you've got the other half of the population that is sitting on their their hands 

going in God's timing it's all good it's not on your time just relax calm down it'll happen when 

it's hap when it happens and you had a very small percentage percentage of the population  

that says time to get off your ass and do something but those people are pushed down by the  

half of the population that just goes it's okay just relax keep your vibrations High really if 

someone comes at you with a gun are you really going to say oh just keep your vibrations 

High it's in God's timing whatever happens happens or are you going to try and get rid of that 

gun and disable the guy to save your life and the life of your friends and family and the people 

around you like really are you sure that that you considering yourself aware and awake is 

actually awake because all I see is people just wanting to sit on their hands and go no it's all  

good in God's timing you're the first one that's going to be murdered really just ridiculous 

thinking I don't even know how you got to this thinking I'm just putting the phone down 

because my hands are starting to freeze seriously God's timing is just another inability to act 

or not wanting to act in God's timing is just the fear of taking action I want you guys to know 



a little bit about me so you understand where I'm coming from from the day I was born I was 

bullied I was always different always the odd one out I never fit in anywhere I would be the 

one that was sitting in a room full of people in the corner talking to the dog everybody else 

standing on the other side of the room pointing fingers at me laughing and making jokes about 

me that was me guess what that's still me do I care no did I care absolutely going through a 

public school in the suburbs when you're the only one in the entire School that loves horses 

while all the other girls were about netball and watching the boys play football and gossiping 

about each other hair and makeup and oh my God you know doing this and oh going shopping 

doing that while I'm mucking out Stables I have never fit in anywhere but one thing that I 

have never changed is I will always stand up for the underdog I will always stand in the  

truth and fight for that truth I will fight for from tooth and nail to everybody who needs 

somebody to help to help them I will never be one to sit back and watch while someone is 

sitting in the gutter with their their little kids finding food out of the garbage bin while these 

so-called white hat Elites live and stroll around their multi-million dollar mansions with 

buffets for for breakfast lunch and dinner throwing cocktail parties you think that's fair no  

I've been told that I am the director sending of King Arthur of course I don't believe it but you 

know sometimes I feel that there may be a bit of truth to this because King Arthur stood for 

truth justice freedom for all he stood for Unity equality everybody's equal everybody deserves 

a safe roof over their head a warm bed to sleep in and food in their stomach whether they 

were a farmer a Dairy Maid a soldier a politician a royal person a king a queen everybody was 

equal it's exactly what I stand for exactly King Arthur was never one to sit at the back of the  

the war and throw out orders he was the first one to gallop into battle he was the first one to 

be standing right beside his Knights that's me I will stand and fight for you until death until I 

can fight no more I will never sit back and wait on God's timing I will never be happy and 

content to watch beautiful innocent people suffer and die around me never ever ever why 

because I believe in standing up for what is true and what is right I will never take the easy 

way out and use in God's timing as an excuse for my fear and lack of courage to take action   

never I will always be the on the front line first one in first one I value your safety more than I 

value mine why because I have your back I have your back at every given moment of every 

given day I'm not going to hide behind someone or hide behind the notion of God's timing 

God's timing is my timing can you not see all that can all of you not see this we are the gods 

we've been waiting for it is our timing it's not something the invisible person in the sky or 

some Creator guess what we are the Creator we are the ones creating our reality not just some 

person or some higher power we are that higher power how do you think you have civilization   

how do you think you have buildings Tire power didn't create that we did Blood Sweat and 

Tears we created it we have the ability to tear it down no one's going to tear it down for us we  

are the ones that tear it down we are the ones that stand up and say no more we are the ones 

that take action what's on white hat not some Soldier in the in the dumbs but I've been in the 

dumbs rescuing children too I was under under the tunnels in Melbourne rescuing children oh 

that's a whole nother story if you say that I'm you're not putting your life on the line Dr patar 

put his life on the line through speaking truth and they killed him am I not putting my life on 

the line for speaking truth us truth has put our life on the line every single day just because 

we're not running into a war zone with a gun it does not mean we're any safer those tunnels  

in the dumbs horrific absolutely horrific dog cages as high as 20 foot tall stacked to the  

ceiling of babies children teenagers some naked some with clothes can't stand up they're just 

stuck in dog cages 24 7. the evil ones just walk along and pick I want that one I want that one 

I want that one hand over their money hand over whatever that cage is brought down handed 

over and away they go they're treated like pieces of meat hanging in a butcher shop the 

soldiers are putting a stop to that the white hats are amazing in putting a stop to that and I 

commend them for it but don't think for one second that us telling truth on social media is any   



less than rescuing those children then fighting those Wars because we are at War we all are 

whether you like it or not we are no less than no soldiers we just fight our war with different  

technology in a different way we're using our words they're using their bullets same War same 

fight just we are a different division of that war a different branch so if you're happy to sit 

back and just in God's timing or not willing to take action then step out of the war and let the 

real people who have the courage who have the conviction who have the determination and 

the passion to save Humanity let them Step Up and do what is right because you're only 

hindering this war you're not helping you're not helping the only one you're helping is 

yourself you're not helping this planet you're not helping every living being on this planet 

you're not helping the vibrations you're just helping yourself and that's fine if that's what you  

choose to do p aside and let the real Warriors take over let the real Warriors do what you do 

not have the courage to do not everybody is made for war and Light Warrior this one horses 

for courses but don't inhibit or stop those who choose to go to the front lines and choose to 

fight for you don't get in their way just step aside because at the end of the day we are coming  

scratch that we are not coming we are here and if you're in our way we will just knock you out 

the way you're not going to stand in our way this is a fight for Humanity fight for Earth and 

every living being on it including Earth itself if you choose to do nothing then sit down but I 

for one will never ever be silenced until every last man woman child and animal is safe I will 

never be happy just sitting back while somebody is struggling while someone is in need of 

help I will be there for everybody including those who hate me I'm there for you just don't get 

in our way while we are protecting you with your asses get some courage about you get some 

conviction get some passion if you want the the fruits of the Harvest you got to put in the hard 

work to get it not sit back and wait take action or step aside and let us do it but don't stop us 

don't get in our way this goes for the white hats the black hats and every man woman not 

child every man and woman we're taking back our country our planet our life our sovereignty  

our freedom we're taking it all back whether you like it or not we're not waiting on God's 

timing we're doing this ourselves to make the change that we want to see this kicking the can  

fighting over budgets just one more month just one more week one more weekend no no more 

just one more no more just one more weekend just one more budget reading just one more 

vote you who is stopping this may God have mercy on your soul  
 


